Neuro-Semantics (NS)-NLP Workshop Training Series:
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
1. Could you explain what is the NLP training all about in simple terms?
NLP is the Science and Art of personal and Professional Excellence.
It is the NLP Core Operating Principle that Excellence in Human Condition can be studied,
copied, transferred and replicated with good results.
Personally, I think the NLP training supplement and compliment our clinical Training and
development.

2. Could you tell us more about the Course Structure and Design, after Reading, I
feel a bit “overwhelmed” and “Confused” in the program details?
In NLP, Confusion is the gateway to Learning. The Course structure and Design is tailoredmade for health care professionals by a Doctor-NLP trainer.
It is built on Modular basis (3 modules or levels) for flexibility in attending. Each module /level
has a distinct theme and is both independent and integrated with each other with enough
flexibility to suit individual participant needs.
In the level one, the focus is on Mind-body connections-communicating/ empowering- NEURO
part.
In the level two, the focus is on language- Verbal Intra-verbal and Non -verbal -the
LINGUISTIC part.
In the level three, the focus is on strategy/ Time line- the PROGRAMMING part.
Each level will need 2½ days Training in Toto held on Saturdays so that HA or non HA health
care staff on shift duty or 5 days work-week can attend. The first 2 days will be on didactic and
experiential workshops
The other half day either in the Sat A.M. or P.M. (decided by drawing slots in class with
swapping if needed) to allow more practice in small groups on Critical NLP skills and personal
teaching/Coaching.

3. What is the pathway for certification and could I only attend one module only ?
There is built- in ample flexibility and choice .
Generally speaking ,there are 5 pathways to suit your needs.
A) level one only
B)

level two only

C) level one and two only ( either level one then level two or level two and then level one )
D) the whole practitioner course (level one-two-three )—In order to attend level three,
workshop participants need to attend previous level one and two ( either level one and then
level two OR level two and then level one )
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E)

On completing of each level , there will be an attendance certificate

F)

On completing all three levels and satisfy the attendance ( 80% ) and assignment ( 6 simple
assignment for contents revision and Book reading – Magic in Practice) criteria and had
presented on day of Graduation Day- the participant will be awarded 2 NLP Practitioner
certificate ------One local by the A&E Training center and HKSEMS The other –
International with the ISNS (plus the attendance certificate of each level –total five )

I suggest that you enroll in level one to see-hear-feel the benefits before going on 2 and 3.
– The test is in the Pudding.

4. How is the course compared with other NLP courses in the commercial market?
For the current similar NLP practitioner course on the market, it is about $10,000 to $ 15,000.
as it is run on a Business model. And it is not tailored made for the health care professionals.
This is much value for the money you spent. In addition the basic process of the Hypnosis will
be taught in level two without additional extra cost to the workshop participants.
The net gain of the course , after deducting the expenses , such as Venue booking administrative
cost , Principal Trainer and or Co –Trainer Honorarium , Certification and copy- right Royalty
fee to ISSN. will be channeled for professional training and development for both the A&E
Training Center and HKSEMS.

5. What about if I am interested and the training schedule does not match my
schedule, what is your overall plan for the future?
The whole integral NLP Practitioner course for Health Care Professionals will be run on a
regular basis starting 2011on wards – about 2-4 courses per year depending on the Response
For the year 2010, there will be a second level one in July (one already held in March /April
without the practice workshop)
2 level two in August and September respectively
And one level three in November.

6. Could you share some of the comments from the previous participants for my
reference and consideration?
Sure: they are as followed: (direct quotes)
“I find the workshop is really Useful and Practical…”
“Stimulating and Inspiring…”
“Lots of things are taught within a short time…”
“Materials are presented in an interesting way supported with vivid real life
events and Examples…”
“Comprehensive Coverage of theories exemplified with scientific
evidences…”
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7. What is your governing Vision and Mission In the NLP Training?
We envision A preferred future In workplace (in the clinical field )
And we train with a Heart and Care… and the State -of -art expertise in the field of
Neuro-Semantic (NS)–NLP. The Essence of the NS-NLP- “BE the Best that you can become…”
According to Abraham Maslow “ ---- Self -Actualizing Person not as an Ordinary person with
something added but rather as an Ordinary person with nothing taken away…”

Dated 4/5/2010
(Note: The FAQs will be regularly updated if there are a pattern in the questions for clarification or
information)
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